
Classroom Management



Love & Logic

❏ Giving choices

❏ Remembering the humanistic qualities about the students

❏ It is “okay” to make mistakes, but how is it going to be resolved?

Harry Wong

❏ Bell work

❏ Agenda 

❏ Teach, Rehearse, and Reinforce 

Marzano

❏ Engaged classroom

❏ Determining rules as a class



Philosophy 
Classroom management is the most important tool when running and maintaining a 

well operated classroom. Without classroom management, a classroom will not run very 

smoothly, and ultimately, the students’ educations will be impacted. In my classroom, I will 

provide a safe, comfortable environment that enhances all students’ learning. My classroom 

management plan is based off of several different theorists’ beliefs and strategies from 

Wong, Marzano, and Love & Logic. One of the most important factors incorporated into my 

classroom will be flourished and healthy relationships. I will establish relationships with my 

students, their families, and my colleagues in order to maximize learning. I value the 

humanistic qualities of all individuals and anticipate to problem solve with my students as a 

team for the greater good of school community. I will do everything in my power to ensure 

that all students are achieving the proper education they deserve. I know I will have to be 

flexible and proactive in my teaching techniques in order for all students to be successful. 



Our Basic Beliefs 



Check for understanding
(Formative Assessment)



Behavior



When leaving the room...



Visuals 



Grouping Students



Feel Goods
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